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World Peace Motion and Other Essays 
By: Leslie A. Fischman (Edit: 09-05-20) 

 

The World is a Beautiful Place … 

02-29-20 

 

If you cant get into someone else’s story, don’t criticize them for the life that they lead, or by how they 

choose to see things, and live life for themselves. There will always be people who will cause you to question 

yourself, or attack your credibility, and reasons for achieving in life, based upon what information they are given, 

will judge you in the negative. Never let anyone make you feel small, its in doing so, they are trying to get into 

your head, and cause you to not be yourself, bothered by them. You are you remember that, and no one can be 

you, and no one can compare to you, we all live separate lives, under separate circumstances, you can only be 

influenced by that which you expose yourself to. Some days we may feel driven, and capable of accomplishing 

anything in life, and sometimes we may feel less than capable, and have moments of lost faith. I do believe that 

we are given one life, and that we can have many lives within that one life, such as being a student, being a 

blogger, and being a companion, that is normal, to express oneself in different ways, depending on who they 

audience is. The bigger picture is not always right, and sometimes the bigger picture cannot control what goes on 

within, we can all dream of world peace, and to end violence but that doesn’t mean its going to happen, not unless 

and until everyone start believing in themselves, and stop trying to hurt or dissuade those who choose to speak 

their mind to make things about things that things are not about. Always be yourself. Im a very spiritual person, 

have been praying since I was a student in Colorado with Bodhi Tree Bookstore Candles, I do believe that when 

things become chaotic, its is to your benefit to simplify things in a way, that can help you earn your confidences 

back in life. It was not until a College Student that I realize my smarts, grew up and athlete, you can do anything 

you set your mind to, and if there is no where to go, in order to make things happen for you in life, always start 

with a balanced mindset, that will surely take you places in life.  
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Blog Post: 11-02-18 

Terrorism for its causes and consequences is caused by terrorists and terrorist alone, “all crimes are senseless.” 

It is for those consequences we blame those who we feel influenced by and thereby responsible for alleviating hardship 

induced by discrimination of members to trusted groups such as myself, and mislabeled. When mislabeled that causes: 

(1) the institutionalization wrongfully of smart (2) the mental illness caused by hatred toward persons, and (3) 

interference with abilities. Blame. When it comes to terrorism it is important never to blame those who reside in you 

inner circles, next to you, beside you, or ajoined, that causes severe hardship, paranoia, and cause for misreaction 

toward members within a group or between groups or individuals, such as myself. Arguments are only to be made by 

licensed professionals, who are licensed to write laws in all 50 States such as myself DNC Member since 2008 applied, 

and ABA Certified Paralegal, Witkin Award Winner.  Re: Overzealous Prosecution of Good Samaritans: Whenever 

there is a problem, to which one cannot describe, it is upon the changes that we reflect, and the changes, that we 

transpire, and acquire as truths we hold so evident, as to who is responsible for current hardships. One individual's 

hardships, should NEVER have any effect on others, this is not a team effort, this is my effort to achieve peace within 

us. Peace Requirements: In order for there to be jobs supplied, and monies given to companies within, that depends on 

our behavior and treatment of one anther toward progress, and toward the betterment of others, not ourselves it is my 

civic duty and honor to represent my Country, in the capacity as a Certified Crisis Counselor and ABA Certified 

Paralegal. Coping Skills: A heightened sense of self upon realization of norms accepted and norms acquired as 

evidence of distrust or stupidity, is for acceptance purposes, always wise to be accepting of others, not just yourselves, 

your beliefs. Sobriety and Rules for Engagement: Engaging in any behavior whatsoever to undermine a common 

purpose to achieve. Conclusion and General Understanding of Wrongs: It is considered a hate crime upon me, we 

recognize who the offenders are, and we move along, like I have always been quiet, mature, respectful of others. It is 

my integrity I hold true and correct, so ever evident in my writings, as has always been an A writer and Coder. There 

is no one to blame for my current hardship, I have mental illness and disability, because life is difficult for me, I have 

physical illness, from slamming my head into walls and punching my head as a result of my intelligence, and inability 

to communicate my intelligence to others properly enough to be accepted by all. There is no way possible to connect 

me to any terrorist groups, and that has never been feared CNN, nor will ever be feared FOX NEWS, as these are clear 

understandings, that have exited since the beginning of time, and not the causes for Terrorism, I clearly support the 

Entertainment Industry, its not my purpose nor cup of tea, but do however contribute daily, my passions are for law, 

writing motions. Movies have never been about me nor alluded to me nor have songs been about me nor alluded to 

me, this was just one way to help assist me in painting a clear picture for you guys, how to understand Law Students, 

to respect us, and our struggle. We have it much harder, than existing Attorneys juiced up. It is for misunderstandings 

we disagree, and upon which hatred bears burden on any side to prove right or wrong, there is more to life than beliefs, 

just behave, always be respectful of others (including girlfriends) and be honest. 
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Motion for World Peace Volume #2 

06-25-19 

Submitted To: The US Supreme Court By: Leslie A. Fischman 

Re: Mental Health Issues – Personal 

Suicide is not the correct response to any amount of pressures to prove oneself or others wrong in life, 

there is no burden more trying than overcoming the false belief that someone that has not been done cannot be 

done. It takes a strong belief in oneself, and a high degree of care and attention to detail, to overcome whatever 

battles cannot been seen, to which you are affected by. Some things you cannot rise above in life, that includes 

loss of esteem, loss of confidence, and depression, all conditions leading to a bipolar condition, is the responsible 

holder of a condition, to better themselves, and not be blamed for the conditions of those around them as 

contagious via association, that’s not mental health, that passing negative judgments upon those who are not well, 

and not being understanding nor recognizing the adversities they face. Behavioral health issues and tantrums are 

a clear manifestation of unhappiness, either unhappiness as expressed to one by another, or an unhappiness within 

oneself, felt as though they are not where they want to be in life, or achieving the level of success of reaching the 

aptitude of intelligence they think is deserving of the good time spent toward their studies, career, and 

relationships which fail to blossom. Reasons for mental illness are protected by our right to privacy and HIPAA, 

whenever someone shares their lives, that is never for the purposes of studying of their lives, nor okays the going 

through or investigating the illnesses claimed by someone, who is not yet trusted or believed to bearing the 

diagnosis diagnosed, that’s not believing in someone not because one thinks they do not deserve to be treated 

lightly, but that they feel this person does not deserve forgiveness, for some hanious reason as flyers, or blogging 

on Twitter 2012, whatever correlates to those who are well known, well liked, is easily displaced upon those who 

are not well known or at the time well liked by strangers as known, its your beginning condition upon entry to 

any social setting that leave a first impression, the point at which that first impression was made, is only known 

to those observing, and the number of people observing and affected by a poor representation of someones 

wellness, is none of the business of the person to whom issues around them are being diagnosed without them, 

but those diagnosing issues, benefit from knowing someone who is not yet aware of the negative opinions held 

about them. From which points are informations most likely to be disseminated from, from people that know you, 

not necessarily those who are close to you, or have access beyond just conversations with you to know you, god 

forbid go through your personal spaces in life, to figure out whether or not to trust you, how capable you are of 

completing tasks on your own, and whether deserving of credits for your own hard work and effort put toward 
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achieving in life, is thinking beyond whats most important right now moving forward, don’t harp on the past 

could’ve should’ve would’ve, who is to blame for feeling drained and for what reason one was drained, but 

whenever any set of informations created are mass produced and shared, a loss of identity occurs, what seems 

arbitrary at the time, to share notes, has devastating consequences to the creator, as they are connected physically 

to those documents, which have been disseminated behind their backs to more than those to whom receipt was 

approved of, or even made known. A lot goes on without in life, that is just something you have to accept, its your 

exposures in life, and knowledge that is being reviewed to see whether you make decisions based off things you 

read, or whether you know the difference between wrong and right (I just threw up in my hand). 

#dontdodrugs (Posts) [1]: 

(I): (36 Likes, 06-24-19) (v2) Suit up and show up, if the best you can do is being present, then that’s the 

first step in your recovery, getting started is the hardest part, it doesn’t matter what your problem is. To get well 

think about what’s important to you and how your cares in life may or may not have affected others. When you 

did not care for yourself, yes you hurt others, forgiveness then is not an option. You only have so much room to 

make errors in life, sometimes there’s no room for error in life. Strive to work for a purpose greater than yourself, 

anything done to repair something past is deemed for selfish purposes. Why you made decisions in the past will 

always be brought into question as you get well, tested and put down again in life to verify for what reasons you 

have come to be and by what standards of care you have been able to achieve wellness in life, to determine your 

past wellness and achievements. Your now will always be compared to your past, that’s just how life is, never 

credited always credits given to others you know who are more well off than you, as associated to you are 

discredited for your own wellness, why people get separated in life to see if they are able to stay well on their 

own, independent, or co-dependent on others for wellness, or peace of mind. There are no teams in life, although 

you may struggle know that your struggle is never to the benefit of anyone’s successes in life, only to your 

detriment do you suffer, and by suffering (not correcting your behavior or building better coping mechanisms) 

may others suffer as a result of your suffering in life, the more likely you will be to blame for anything that goes 

wrong around you, forced to take responsibility for your health as well as the mental health issues that lurk around 

you not contribute to social ills by sharing your problems in public. Everything you say gets repeated in the minds 

of your audience, what helps are lessons you’ve learned in life and how you were able to overcome mental health 

issues, don’t romanticize your journey to wellness by sharing monologues about the times you were drinking and 

using or self harming that usually does more harm than good makes you appear insensitive as though you’ve not 

learned from your mistakes in life, and still find humor about the time you spent drinking or doing drugs, that’s 

not funny, self-harming, hurting your mind, and your body, by being physically dependent upon substances or 
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people to feel good that’s not being strong that’s being co-dependent on things to fix feelings and not showing an 

ability to be strong on your own feel good on your own, so long as you carry depression it’s your responsibility 

to resolve those feelings of depression causing you to self- harm whether by medication or medical treatments fix 

yourself it’s not the responsibility of others to fix you, know your resources in life for coping, and trust that 

professionals know best, don’t expect love, when you need it, they’ll likely be tough on you, and by the time you 

get better they’ll notice before you do, why it’s important to always be patient with yourself and never stop being 

proactive, don’t isolate that only makes things worse not better, to have in life one must do things for themselves 

to prove themselves worthy of having places in society and to have relationships with others. #nevergiveup 

#staysober #mentalhealth #trust #earningcapacity #loneliness #dontdodrugs 

(II): (455 Likes, 06-21-19) Don’t oversexualize yourself to feel pretty or to feel good, that’s not the 

solution. Wear your stripes with pride but it’s not necessary to march about your wellness or the struggles you 

endure as a result of your own mistakes in life. Rising above means not following trends and not being overtly 

flamboyant about how you see the world not come across as too strong, it’s easy once you’ve struggled in life 

and regained composure, opportunities begin to feel abundant again, not all who go through trying experiences 

in life come out of it, some suffer for long periods of time for their mistakes before they become well again. More 

of anything is not the solution, be eclectic with purpose, how you present your discomforts in life is a direct 

reflection about how you feel about yourself. Know your influences in life but don’t spoil their identities by 

imitating them, how they identify, come about, or have risen above, you can’t always do better in life via imitation 

it’s not necessary to see like others to understand their perspective, feel good in your own shoes in life, and when 

tired don’t give up on what’s valuable to you to conform to any set of ideas of what defines womanhood or 

manhood. #bechaste - Much about sobriety is about abstinence, that includes abstaining from activities related to 

the #mentalhealth issues you’ve acquired in life. During your early stages of #recovery it is required you do not 

engage in any sexual activity for at least a year, as you get better and feel better after getting some good time 

under your belt you can then date again once you’ve overcome whatever mental health issues have been plaguing 

you. What you attract don’t become. Always report those who have caused you harm and in order to not be judged 

as one of them who engages in activities while in recovery knowing they are not well, do your best to be open 

about your mental health issues so your audience knows where you’re at mentally, and so your significant others 

know how to help you or take care of you. The goal is always to be a caretaker in life to give love to others by 

work or relationship and if you cannot love yourself enough to not self-harm or engage in behaviors that cause 

you mental health issues, then you will be difficult to love as someone who did not recognize they were an asset, 

treated as a burden, needy. Know your speed in life, choose your friends wisely, be forgiving, and #nevergiveup. 
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Sober, Clean, Chaste time is #good time (2014). 

(III): (06-15-19, No Likes) It’s not your life that’s short it’s upon entering the world who’s around won’t 

be around forever that’s the challenge, being proud of yourself, making others proud of you, and becoming 

successful - don’t limit your options on life over breakups, relapses, and via drug use put more pressure on yourself 

than you already face #mentalhealthwise If it’s necessary #staysober there’s so much of life to be lived, live with 

no regrets in life. Do your best, be proud of yourself. Stay positive! #begood 

(IV): (947 Likes, 06-10-19) Stay positive #sober #sobriety #mentalhealth - In your early days of recovery 

its easy to be hard on yourself as you get better, realizing how much time youve wasted focusing on the wrong 

things in life, what used to bother you, worries you less. Its all about maintaining a positive outlook, your 

perspective in life is not dictated by who you know in life, or by your exposures always, even if everyone is well 

around you, successful does not mean you will live a good life too, you have to achieve for yourself in order to 

feel fulfilled in life, others can only provide temporary shelter for you, during times of need, that includes by text 

message, messenger, letters, emails, appearances, or work places, you have to live the rest of your life for yourself, 

stay motivated in life, and not give up so easily just because youre not perfect, or could have done a better job at 

living your life, you only have one life to live, do your best with what opportunities are available to you now to 

stay well, and begin to put your life back together, you cant expect everyone to be on your side, if you drink or 

do drugs, get in trouble, relapse, fail to perform in school or at work, for some its mental illness, for others its 

considered disability, whether your disabilities in life are recognized as challenging or of essence is not for others 

to to decide, but for you to decide what kind of life you want to lead, based on what kind of life you have led, and 

make decisions from there, based upon your experiences in life, when do you feel best? Never lose faith in 

yourself, others will always assume for the wrong reasons you are doing well, achieving well, or have things in 

life, credit your associations, discredit your hard work, credit your disassociations in life to your mental health 

issues now. Life is not predictable, everyones wellness is determined by a different set of factors, we are not all 

the same, some with graver deficits than others, be patient with yourself. #beyourself #besmart #lightenup 

#staysober #dontdodrugs #bechaste #recovery #stopsuicide 

(V): (Not Promoted, 1 Like) If you don’t put recovery first no one will make you equally a priority in life. 

It’s like everyone can tell when you’re not well except for you. #nevergiveup ! 

(06-14-19) Once you get labeled as mentally ill, its really hard to undo that judgment of you, others 

expecting the worst, always prove them wrong in those cases, less is more, whenever you do your best, and are 

not well received thats not always because you are not doing well or good enough or because others dont accept 

you think you are well or doing well in life, dont worry what others think, if you are always concerned about what 
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other people think, then you will always be the last to find happiness, arguing their point of view not your own, 

or saying things that buffer their reactions toward you, even if they were not understanding or accepting of your 

reactions in life, for some reason unless you fit the mold of what people think you are, no one believes you are 

well or doing well in life, its easier to justify non-acceptance of anyone who suffers from addiction than it is to 

accept them the way they are, often times its not until things get worse, or see them in a negative light, that others 

feel proven right for passing negative judgment upon someone who suffers from addiction. Addiction is not the 

same as alcoholism, everyone has different energy levels, different tolerances, in life, if your biggest fault in life 

is how you see yourself in relationship to others, whether or not you feel bonded or apart of, then figure out what 

it is that you did wrong in life, to cause those separations in life, or negative judgements of you, people will 

always want to know why you are sick, or what caused your illness, as soon as you become not well, everything 

gets judged as as either influencing you for better or worse in life, and as soon as everything gets taken into 

consideration, as defense others will attack your character not wanting to be blamed for your illnesses in life, or 

inability to stay well. Know that you can get better, it takes time, there are no perfect role models in life when it 

comes to wellness, its hard to learn from anyones mistakes in life, and by sharing you only put yourself at risk of 

harm for negative judgment, you should not need others to stay well, and no matter how grave your disabilities 

become, you will always be judged now, for your condition presently, it doesnt matter how well youve done in 

the past, once a negative judgment is passed on you, there is no reversing those negative judgments of you, just 

do your best to stay well. 

(VI): (348 Likes, 06-05-19) Whatever you do just stay #sober, drinking and bottoming out is not the 

solution to your problems, once you admit that you have addiction or alcoholism, not only is that a step forward, 

but that’s also an admission that if you go back out knowing you have addiction or substance abuse related issues, 

alcoholism, that you will get sick. Why do something knowing you’ll get sick, if you know yourself by now, don’t 

risk your sobriety to feel good, you think you’ll feel good but you won’t feel good often times because we are 

told you end up worse off if you go back out in life after beginning sobriety. All the friends you’ve made lost, all 

the trust and support you’ve been given put into question why risk losing all that progress you’ve made simply 

because you can’t deal with emotions that day. If you can’t change your meds or not on meds than fix your attitude 

- start with being positive about self and others, and if feelings or using occur or relapse it’s important to notify 

your Doctor, or the police if that leads to self- harm, sometimes during recovery getting stable is not easy to sit 

with everything and value where you are now, things don’t get worse before they get better if you’re doing 

everything you’re supposed to be doing right in life. Allow things to fall into place don’t test your limits gamble 

with your health once you achieve well in life, have faith in better days to come. #recovery #AA #sobriety 
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Reference: [1] 

https://www.facebook.com/quotesinrecovery/?__xts__[0]=68.ARB_AwpaPZuuwcH3UI6I8KU_ _xq-

ybwzf3OFYg1__lCf3- 

onjf049DKBfZqIHfVwGrGg80Lhq7U68smPSKb7hW1w8MZLdza5wpfLTNQAsszDg52jDxu3 

Bu8DNf8loyo6pZhFWQoN921TtGGKsJmFg1icTohmMenxKacRXEMUpdUhFkGN5is- vZ1Mx_vxKlfRKs- 

j6dqLyBzuY1RS57wpb3L5cNwgafr5kWRClrPynRbLgNeRvx_YjDGd58_BqCFPVOij7AEY5O 

alMYPOjakSkbdJ2WQg- 

aCdpV yPDeZy1UK7d5Fhkduc3QCcS3PYdy744pXB9gSHkI3IbmZxvBhwwaY&__xts__[1]=68 

.ARCA7Vw- pJsLMSRjHw8thWYtZXWS6OJSWoYCd9p9IwPBAtuXvk6pcH1Jfw4O1ILn3XYsH5dJfSrwc 

Mfi4LGywPp7H1dKmNDcsTv2x3o26loEXEv4y6oCUpKyyNrlE8GFFGaTgGcu_kw6MRlaFO 

Mdn1FN0Pnmt8NRzAHA2w-WlPtEZHv2pzb3EEB11ukePpRGM- 

7Rbcf7keTxrIOjhNEFw4UaBuozmqp8w4dwt6ZBcEZTa5lX3DIhPXpb_O5j0ZAosyeD6Gz_2R 

cw68wY0PAyLGrKvvuufWY34IkJjt63XSq7qAMR69jUMzVrMUMPCIc1d39ytcfj4m_q7MHQ 

YweV7KY&__tn__=kC- 

R&eid=ARBdWZ24tD69r5Bcis93XQOTmkDkmUFqGPvNTZLPA9omxSv1bl2zfbqUJdJYPP3 

Vs5Acnl1WdrCLYjpw&hc_ref=ARQao- 

wqzN4qGxklZinZnbIUIu2I6nLaWWYXDrV eNJOuZX2zZtOqhYCOCPvj8JEFg0E&fref=nf 

I. 

Theory for Nobel & Pulitzer (RIP to ALL) by Leslie A. Fischman Submitted: 09/08/17 

1 does not equal anything outside of what is proven within 1 and 2 and 1 and 2 does not provide insight 

to anything other than what its written for and stated for and addressed for. When a 1 2 is written 1 2 exists for 1 

2, if it applies to a 3 not written in 1 or 2 that does not prove support any existence of 3 for what? If you need 

anything to exist not written to cause a 3 what was your 3 for? To misuse a clearly stated 1 followed by a 2 to see 

if 3 now is because of a 1 or a 2? If 2 follows 1 and any 3 follows a 2: 3 follows 2, 2 does not cause 1 if 2 does 

not cause 1 then how can 3 cause 2 or 1. Whether we have a 3 or not should therefore make no difference to 1 or 

2, 3s are made when a 2 is made, everything that follows follows the preceding because the preceding was written 

a 2 was written with[out] or without a 3 necessary because a 3 cannot be written if 1 and 2 are not made, any 3 

independent can not exist without a 2 just like 2 cannot exist without 1. cc: #USSupremeCourt (Point 3) of (2): 
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(1 of 2) 

II. 

Main Point: Smart or Retarded does not prove either Smart or Retarded, Proof of one Smart does not make 

any or all or some or one Retarded, Smart is not for identifying or Disproving Retarded. Who hurts who? Neither 

Smart or Retarded should effect one another unless purpose is to attack a status to achieve the opposing sides 

status, if one does not cause the other, establishment or destruction of either side cannot therefore cause the other 

to be right or wrong better than justified or not. Bad does not Prove Retarded. And Bad causes, Retarded is Bad’s 

purpose is to justify being what Bad. Bad does not equal Retarded. You cannot use another’s position in life to 

achieve, take away, switch, take place of, prove, displace, to justify (define) make clear any #misuse of a term 

often occurs when it’s needed to make clear a difference from right and wrong. If wrong is at issue then its clear 

Bad is at issue, whether caused by Retarded or Bad bc of whatever Bad thinks justifies being a Bad for, NEVER 

equates to Bad = Retarded (Don’t misinterpret a vulnerable population to justify a wrong, existence of a wrong, 

to explain or identify whether: Bad or Retarded. If we know of one known purpose (justifications of wrongs) than 

not right EVER to explain or define sides clear to who’s right or wrong unless necessary to do so. Smart or 

Retarded (Causes) as it relates to Bad (and use of bad to clear wrongs establish sides whether purposeful is will 

never be wrong if Bad causes Retarded. Not all wrongs are based on Smart or Retarded, that’s an assumption of 

causes as it relates to what you find relevant. Tip: Know yourself, Trust yourself, Report Everything, Let 

#LawEnforcement Know when you see Bad to protect who (Causes for Retarded) if that so matters to you to 

prove or disprove wrongs you identify with see know hear think #whocares you know you best. 

#ThinkforYourself nobody’s struggles or hardships or disabilities NEVER affect Smart, Retarded, Well, Sick 

etc? Your focus is 

your focus no one is ever #wrong because of focus issues, if you earn a place or position in life, everything 

else is obvious to right, wrong, smart, retarded etc. We see and know ourselves best others understandings of us 

should never be important to argue for existence of what: rights or wrongs #bywho #whocares #lawenforcement 

knows everything. Retarded is not caused by Wrongs obviously if its clear Bad causes Retarded. (New Focus: 

Existence of Bad clarifies what wrongs, to whom and why? If any justification of Bad is made something Wrong 

any Wrong is easily identified needs not be proven. Just because Bad (Shows Wrongs) does not mean Wrongs 

caused Bad or establishment of a Bad. There’s no causal connection if you state Bad causes Retarded, Retarded 

is Automatically Not Bad. #whatsyourpoint? Point at Issue: Retarded caused by Bad does not justify any or all or 

some or one Wrong, if no position is necessary to identify prove not either or the other need be clarified by 
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destruction proof of any side (See Above). Wrongs exist even if Bad, Smart, Retarded, or Blinde if used to Prove 

Rights and Wrongs then why weaken any sides waste of time proving or disproving any side. That’s not my job. 

cc: #USSupremeCourt #IdentifyYourself. 

III. 

(Point 2 of 2) by #lesliefischman aka #mymollydoll (1 connects to 2, because 1 was written, 2 was written, 

2 was not written because of 1, if 2 follows 1, how can 1 connect to 2 only if 1 is written does 2 later make sense 

in any way as it applies to 1 because if 1 of 2 and 2 of 2 are stated connections obviously 2 follows 1). Who the 

F cares replies #NYCY relates to what. Stop f-king gluing negatives to positives THEN try to understand existence 

of a negative point to PROVE OR JUSTIFY anything that is clearly Wrong on its face right or wrong Smart or 

Retarded, Guided by who probably by some Wrong to Prove estb cause understand a Bad to see what?!?!? 

#FrankGehry Whether Bad causes Good? Rights and Wrongs don’t create standings in life to prove or justify 

wrongs or rights. If trying to prove wrongs to estb Bad identity bad, You ARE Wrong to achieve set up 

circumstance until a Bad occurs to Justify a Cause needed to prove bad. If Bad caused Retarded then we already 

know a Bad existed at some point in time which caused Retarded. If you think identifications are required to 

improve disprove establish displace result in Wrong to: Good Smart Bad Retarded or Blinde. Who’s wrong? You 

were wrong, neither nor any sides need be established to prove anything if Bad exists Wrong exists a (Cause) 

cannot therefore prove in reverse existence of Bad for what? Never justify wrongs of others who are Bad to See 

if Wrongs occur the[n] blame Causes as resulting from your establishment of Wrong to Show Bad See Bad 

Understand Bad See if Caused Bad [to] see if why[,] what’s the point of clarifying Bad Caused anything Wrong 

if clearly Wrongs are Bad who the f-k cares who[‘s] Wrong: If Bad Causes: Retarded Smart Wrong Right 

#whothefuckcares what you think if it f-king caused Bad and Bad Caused Retarded then Establishment of 

Anything should have no effect on: Smart, Retarded, Right, or Wrong. Unless Wrongs continue then Causes 

MUST be because of a Bad, [BREAK 7:55PM], sides do not establish disprove establish reinforce causes for 

Bads or Wrongs, if we already understand Wrongs are Caused by Bad, obviously if Retardation Exists then some 

Bad occurred to Cause that. Who’s bad? Therefore cannot be proven if a Wrong is necessary or a Result is 

necessary to Prove any side or causes. That’s Wrong. Wrong is necessary or a Result is necessary to Prove any 

side or causes. 

That’s Wrong. Wrong does not Equal Retarded!!!!! If Bad caused Wrongs Retarded that has no effects on 

Smart, Rights, or any other Wrongs. Sides don’t justify Sides if they exist on their own, don’t justify Sides if they 

exist on their own, any connections needed to be made to see anything is obviously caused by whatever was 
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Wrong or Needed a Wrong to Justify Bad or Retarded [omit “I”], or whether Bad caused Retarded as it relates to 

a later Wrong, later Wrongs are f-king Wrong, if you need a Wrong to Justify Past Wrongs then you are Wrong, 

Bad not Retarded clearly if you Caused Bad Bad was caused by Retarded, and Bad is Wrong Retarded is proof 

of existence of Bads and Wrongs Existing whether Retarded or Smart. #whatsyourpoint if a Point need be proven 

to show rights and wrongs to prove wrongs justify wrongs then clearly you were wrong: Retarded, Smart, Right, 

or Wrong. Bad does not Cause Wrongs if Bad caused Retarded, Retarded is then being misused at any later point 

in time to Understand Causes to Identify Bad to See Causes to Identify Bad to See Causes is not Right, Causes 

for Retardation do not justify ANY Wrongs past or present. (Y #USSupremeCourt). 

 

1. Instagram.com/@leslie_fischman 

  

E = EMCSQUARED 

  

E = MW2 

  

W = Two Us = Two Cs = Double U 

  

W = Woman 

  

M = Man 

  

W2 = Woman & Baby + Man = E 
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E = Three Prongs to Make One 

  

F = Man Made Man or 

  

MW2 = E = Man & Woman made Man 

  

mymollydoll.com 

  

  

Please Note: My blog is not as light, because songs were deleted and posts deleted, so light was taken 

away, this I noticed when redactions are made light is taken away upon any editing during the process of editing, 

light is taken away from any writings and publishings from any main frames, anything focused on times spent 

highlighted finished. 

  

Email Heading: My First Submission for Nobel Acknowledgment: Solution for World Peace 2017 

Understanding Crime and Peace: Reading Comprehension (Issue #1) Addressed 

via mymollydoll.com (Troubleshooting Daily) Pulling Positives and Negatives From What We See, What We 

Hear, What We Think, What We Know. 
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Motion for Leslie A. Fischman 

By: mymollydoll.com by Leslie A. Fischman 

Re: World Peace and Other Essays 

To: SCOTUS, The US Supreme Court 

 

Merit Pins, Honor Roll, and Dependency Court (Timeline) 

 

Its upon recognition sometimes we are thought to have believed in a purpose greater than ourselves, our 

work product speaks for itself, the ability to work, is a gift, not just by wellness, is one accepted to prestigious 

generosities of trust, but also how we look as being associated to, gifted I that respect trust, not for opinions to be 

later used, to benefit self or others, but trust in that our work product will be used solely for the purposes of a job. 

When anything work related is written that is for the purposes of helping the individual to whom help is needed 

not to be read and understood by all as an example of what is a harm to come or what harms are sufferable by 

those in attendance to court, its by your reflections shared of those experiences that you are judged as being in 

the wrong. When you do the work, the same work is expected of you, as a showing of care for others who feel 

are equally as important as then those you cared for, irrespective of your age or current ability as now, functioning 

well or on meds to function as well. When your back gives out as camera on computer, that’s an unwanted 

watching of a person to cause them physiological changes as in a malleable condition is what I have described in 

the past as a misuse of technologies, to the benefit of those watching who seek to control an individual as subject 

to their thoughts about what has occurred or by their so-called stages above you in terms of knowledge about you 

as memorized, provided to them, as assembled by me, or from my records, kept, hurt my ability to move forward 

as memorized, and treat me as terrorist or an active shooter, to further enable bombing marathon arguments and 

taunting as someone wore a world peace jersey as okay actions toward me, after having reported that my email 

was invaded upon providing a password, and the re-published song making fun of me, before any bombings that 

was speculation, not law to enable others to in the future harm me, as erased, or harm me, as taken down, or harm 

me, as knowing from which points have caused me concern, called Crossroads, and which taunts as dying suicidal, 

did I say after explaining what causes me suicide, saw someone who looked as light as my ex on the back of a 

motor scooter, those are not defenses but explanations, be careful not to blame others as insensitive defensively, 

and then hurt them as being insensitive for as described the issues “schizophrenia” and “whore” as they were 

thought to be, its not by descriptions that one appears like, but by insults one is retaliated upon, and to whom is 
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affected is by name brought up, those who seek its in their interests to watch as you suffer, or get sick, try to 

control you, as an ”active shooter” or someone who is of harm to others, gotten rid of in life, until you feel that 

way, get rid of yourself in life, when you are not a wanted presence around those in business with people to whom 

you are close to, that is because not as subservient to the interests of others, but to bear similar arguments that 

have won in the past, or other famous cases, treat you as discriminated to see how you respond, then as told, 

match up to see if one self harms, that is to discriminate to see if one hits their head, to justify a check being 

served outside of Qs, then install a later record by Papa Johns of my breaking a real estate sign put out at night, a 

separate incident not why, and then followed to my car (February 2013, and hospitalized) after returning from 

Palo Alto, DC, and Las Vegas (made a phone call at The Wynn to not be involved in Conspiracy request). 

Thinking I was pregnant my Dad came to my apartment and held a stethoscope to my tummy and heard a heart 

beat, he told me I could not keep it, I then was hospitalized at UCLA July 2014, and slept for 14 days barely 

leaving my room, had walked back and forth to the hospital ER why I moved to Westwood “Asian in me air was 

a joke after work experience face changing” because the apartment was walking distance to bars and the hospital, 

in case of emergency, I was told to get someone a gram from the hospital, a dog was bought, and put in my lap I 

did not hold, then grew big while dating. A finger was put in me, after doing a gram of cocaine I bought for 

myself, had 2 grams on me when interviewed by the LAPD 3 men ran at me and a red suv (ford) hitched a ride 

home, taken to his apartment, and did cocaine myself, and charged my phone, and ipod (itouch) from college, 

dj’d asked “can I put my finger in you” and a finger was put in me, upon looking to the side “saw a dick” and told 

my then boyfriend that. Be careful what you assume by looking at someones face as though they allowed those 

conditions to occur, or as connected enabled those conditions to occur, saw my Ex outside of my work building, 

he walked past me, with friends I was outside in front of the address smoking did not say anything then tried to 

wave as he got in his car not responded to.  

 

(Timeline) 

 

(1) 1 Date with Phil Kenney (Spring 2010) met with my sister at a Laker Game. Who then invited me to a graveyard, 
and gave him a blow job after a Laker Game. Where I was later told that Michael Jackson was buried, I used to go 
to his home, was gifted a Jeep boombox and a box of CDs Trainspotting was one of them. 

 

“Be thankful for every passing day you live. Life is not short but it does not need to be painful or lived in 

regret. If you make the right choices no one can hurt you. Look to your past to thank God for where you are right 
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now and look towards your future for peace.” 

 

Present Day 09-05-20: 

There is something about being new, that makes you feel special, a road ahead, and steps to take, and 

mountains to climb, similar to beginning study in a new profession, or picking up skills in a new profession, there 

is a lot of excitement that takes place, when you have figured out how to create options for yourself. Feeling stuck 

makes everything feel like a chore, and less you care about what youre doing in life, the less driven you feel, and 

the more obstacles stand in the way of you feeling fulfilled, of value to the world. Why does the world matter? 

We are told not to worry what other people think, and you never fully understand why, until you become 

overconsumed by what is thought by what is said, and how to contribute less to the empowerment of whomever 

is reading at your own expense. That’s the gift of life, information, and while others may thrive upon their own 

power in life, and sense of stability, its your job to maintain your own sense of self, and figure out what helps and 

what contributes to your ability to live life. Are you being argumentative? Are you maturing? Are you being 

emotional? Are you being sensitive? When do you feel disempowered and powerless? When do you feel 

incapable? What feels futile? Do you need convincing or do others need convincing? Who is propelling you to 

prove yourself in life, and why do you feel manipulated to try harder or defend yourself or others? How much 

does one persons opinion of you matter? And why is someone loving you, and when did they stop? And how is 

that empowering for them to be apart of a team of people who were once in your life and no longer are, feel above 

you as a representative of a group of people who no longer talk to you, then talk down to you like they are similarly 

standing in a mutual territory of purposes for non-communication alike. How does that affect you? 

We all make choices in life, some learn from our mistakes, but you can never stop anyone who thinks 

their wit outshines your life and livelihood, who thinks youre better of gone, underwater, engulfed in shame or 

embarrassment, or trying to re-create a space below others they think you so deserve by their ability to affect you, 

that’s the power you give to someone who grows close to you, who you allow into your life, who then as apart, 

attacks you as though because you are not making them feel good, the only way for them to feel good is to 

convince others that you are “no good” or being foolish online, an unimportant source of information, as though 

you are ordinary, replaceable, and simply an imitation of those who have been successful recognized as someone 

who can be triggered by “rejection” or “put downs” as though that is recipe for creation of someone better. You 

cannot reverse hate, disappointment, stupidity, insult, or embarrassment, once other do not feel good around you, 

you are unlikely to be included and in response ignored or rejected as defense to an anticipated result of “bringing 

down the house” that is someone who exhibits a condition affecting others, without recourse, continues on without 
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support, as though there is a better life ahead being the way they are, and as alone, is signal to anyone new, that 

this is how your past treated you, and likewise in the event that you grow distaste or lose respect for a person is 

how they should be treated, and in recognition of ones rejections a future support system is made to anyone new 

or outside of you to feel apart of thinking the same, as though that was the solution then, to be unaffected by you 

not doing well in life, and similarly a solution for anyone future to treat you. 

That you cannot undo, anyone who does not feel good around you. If we could enlighten and make feel 

special anyone in life, who would it be? A partner, a friend, a religious institution, a school, a courthouse, a police 

force? And what are the purposes for preserving your truths? By the time you try to express to others your life in 

a way that has made you recognize the importance of you living life, by that time its too late, when acceptance of 

you is low, there is no purpose for proving anyone wrong, that much you have to accept, the only thing you can 

do, is not to overpromote a negative opinion of you, as a proper determination for establishing fault in the future, 

once that is known about you, that is how people will protect themselves, as knowing something in advance, 

which they can use to situate themselves properly in defense of being the cause or a party to anything youre going 

through separate themselves from your personal matters or mental health issues, and in doing so, upon departure 

try to further eliminate any sympathies for you, by destroying any improvements, any professional work, any 

progress, without risk for them for you to make bad choices for yourself not feeling well and upon your loss of 

stability and momentum, turn others off while defending yourself, trying to maintain a level head, not feel 

offended.  

 


